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From the editor...

To those of you who may be new to the Social Welfare History Group (SWHG) and the Annual Bibliography of Scholarship in Social Welfare History: welcome. SWHG is a national organization of 400 scholars and practitioners, principally in the fields of social work and history. We are organized within the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) and convene at the CSWE Annual Program Meeting. **We hope you will become a member of the Social Welfare History Group.** Membership dues are still only $10.00 a year.

I have completed my third year as editor of the *Annual Bibliography of Scholarship in Social Welfare History*. I am pleased to submit this year’s work and I hope it speaks to the interests of social welfare historians. I want to express my appreciation to those who have supported me in this task by answering questions and supplying entries, especially the officers of the Social Welfare History Group.

This year’s bibliography has several noteworthy features. First of all, it is the largest one by far—containing 264 entries, as compared with 188 last year. I attribute this 40% increase to the interaction of several factors, the two primary ones being the increase of information available on the World Wide Web, and the effects of my three years of experience as editor in searching out this information.

Secondly, we have our first entry that describes material to be found at a web-site. The timing is perfect for ushering in the new millennium. Classified under “Women, Men, and Gender”, the material concerning women and social movements and discussed by Caruso can be found at a women’s history website.

This year also brought special issues of our professional journal - *Social Work* – with many excellent articles recounting the history and development of the profession. The first Special Centennial Issue came in November 1998, and Special Centennial Issue 2 followed in July 1999.

Several familiar names appear in this year’s bibliography. Both Phyllis Day and Walter Trattner have released updated editions of their classic textbooks. Also, the well-known Linda Gordon has written a new book about orphans and the Catholic Church in Arizona: “The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction.” This is another “must read” book, this time in the area of child welfare. The pictures in this book are very moving, and tell the story in a way that words cannot.

For those interested in poverty in Great Britain, esp. in the 19th century, there are numerous books on this topic, including at least one focused particularly on Ireland.

Having edited the bibliography for three years now, I am reaching the conclusion that the history of social welfare can be summed up in two phrases: “Jane Addams”, and “The New Deal”. These two topics appear over and over; this year alone, there are three new books about Jane Addams, and many more (plus journal articles) about one aspect or another of the New Deal.

One of the books I enjoyed reading is Elna Green’s edited book on social welfare in the South. I especially would like to call your attention to her introduction, where she highlights a number of issues that are yet to be researched, and provides many ideas for regional/comparative
research which would apply to regions other than the South. Her ideas provide a good springboard for further research for some enterprising social welfare historian.

This year I’ve also discovered the value of local and regional history journals; three of the most readable articles that I enjoyed were in the Minnesota, Maryland, and Southern California Journals. I commend them to faculty looking for new resources for students. Finally, my personal “prize” for best title of this year’s book entries goes to “Conversations in Cold Rooms” by Jane Long – a title that haunted me from the time I encountered it as an entry for this year. As for journal articles, I really loved “I Never Noticed She Was Dirty”, by Ashley Hogan.

It has been a privilege and a pleasure to compile and edit this year’s bibliography, and I welcome comments about it from all readers. I hope that you will find it both enlightening and useful.

Ruta J. Wilk, Ph.D.
rwilk@abraxis.com

---
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AFRICAN AMERICANS


The focus (of this dissertation) is Eugene Kinckle Jones and his role in the professionalization of black social work. His leadership of the National Urban League and his involvement with black and white social reformers early in the twentieth century was instrumental in the development of black social work. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


Discusses the history and emergence of black fraternal hospitals in Mississippi. Role of self-help and mutual aid among blacks during the period of Jim Crow; Factors which led to the decline of fraternal hospitals; Sponsoring organizations; Role of the Knight and Daughters of Tabor. *(Academic Search Elite Database.)*


For 60 years, the Crispus Attucks Home “served the Twin Cities’ African-American community as a residence for orphans and elderly. Created by and for black Minnesotans, it had been the first and only institution of its kind in the state.” (p. 103). Orphan care ended in the early 1920s, and for the rest of its existence the home serve as a board-and-care home for elderly black men and women. This article discusses the history of this home, from its founding in 1906, through its growth, struggles, changes, and eventual closing in 1966. It also profiles some of the individuals, many of them women, whose leadership and support were critical to the success of the home. *(Ruta J. Wilk.)*


“Workers and Organizers” examines the establishment of organizations and institutions by African-American women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which had as their central mission the support and advancement of African-American communities and working women. Club women took the lead in establishing women’s organizations and institutions that offered essential social services within their communities and addressed the special needs of working women. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)
ASIAN AMERICANS


Part of a special section on life in Japanese relocation centers in America during World War II. A discussion of health care provided for inmates in the infirmary at the Central Utah Relocation Center, which was nicknamed “Topaz.” The health care at this camp gives us an insight into an overall medical care program that managed despite poor government planning, chronic understaffing, professional jealousies, and a continuous demand for services from a staff with limited medical resources. *(Journal abstract, edited.)*


In the 1870s, Wong Chin Foo became the first Asian New Yorker to speak up for Asian American rights. The past 100 years have seen many other individuals and organizations fighting for the rights of Asian Americans living in New York City, such as the Chinese Hand Laundry Alliance, formed in 1933, and Asian Americans for Action, formed in 1968. *(Journal abstract, edited.)*


Part of a special section on life in Japanese relocation centers in American during World War II. The writer discusses the Children’s Village at the Manzanar internment center in California, which houses 101 American orphans of Japanese ancestry. During the Children’s Village three-year existence, from June 1942 to September 1945, these orphans were joined by other children from broken or unstable homes and also from other orphanages. *(Journal abstract, edited.)*
BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Victoria Bissell Brown, ed., Twenty Years at Hull House, by Jane Addams. (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 1999).

A new teaching edition of Twenty Years at Hull House…Jane Addams’ original text has been reduced by about 35 percent making it more accessible to undergraduates while maintaining the integrity of the original work…The introduction provides a brief biographical sketch of Addams, outlines the decisions and conviction that led her to found Hull House, and includes a vivid description of turn-of-the-century Chicago. Related documents include a description of life at Hull House from the perspective of an immigrant who frequented it; an early review of Addams’s tale, and perspectives from other reformers. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


In sum, Dickerson provides a detailed narrative, closely grounded in extensive research, that extends our understanding of Young’s life and career. Although he covers a great deal of familiar territory, he often provides new illustrative examples, so that the cumulative effect is one of enrichment rather than duplication of a well-known story. (Review by Nancy J. Weiss, Princeton University, American Historical Review, June 1999, p. 932.)


In this fascinating biography of Jane Addams, founder of the Hull House settlement in Chicago and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931, Diliberto focuses on the early life of Addams and provides insight into her personality and the influence of her family and friends. Addams was an obscure, sickly small-town girl who converted her ideals of social justice and her desires to be "useful" into a movement. Using family documents not previously available to biographers, Diliberto reveals Addams' youthful "tensions between femininity and ambition" that were typical of the period. (Booklist, June 1, 1999).


A scholarly biography of one of the great American policy makers and innovators of the 20th century…What propelled him from modest origins to the pinnacle of national influence is the subject of this academic study by his granddaughter. Adding to existing scholarship about the man and the work in which he was for decades so deeply involved, Hopkins emphasizes her grandfather’s upbrinnging and education in the world of Grinnell, Iowa, where he also attended its renowned college and drank deep draughts of the Social Gospel and Christian activism. (Kirkus Reviews, Feb. 1, 1999.)


One of two biographies of Jane Addams published in 1999, this one spans Addams’ entire life. The author has a unique connection to her subject: her aunt, Sadie Garland Dreikurs, was a resident at Hull
House for several years, and considered Addams a friend and mentor. Original material from taped accounts by Dreikurs of her apprenticeship and friendship with Jane Addams adds special touches to the book. The book also includes fifty-four black-and-white photos. (Ruta J. Wilk.)


Investigates the relationship between Progressive era (1890-1920) social reform and the origins of US sociology with a view of the vital contributions of women in these endeavors. Special focus is on Progressive era reformer Caroline Bartlett Crane (1858-1935), a Unitarian minister and student in the Sociology Department of the University of Chicago in 1896, drawing on archival material to address the relationship between theology, sociology, and social reform from a woman’s perspective. (Adaptation from the source document, edited.)


Chapter 1: “Lost Women” in Social Thought and Action; Chapter 2: The Life and Times of Caroline Bartlett Crane; Chapter 3: Salvation, Sanitation, and the Social Gospel; Chapter 4: Images, Ideology, and Networks in Progressive Reform; Chapter 5: “America’s Housekeeper” Fights for Pure Food; Chapter 6: Building the Progressive Dream: Designs for Reform; Chapter 7: Public Visions and Private Nightmares; Chapter 8: Conclusion: Beyond Women Lost and Found.
Peter A. Baskerville and Eric W. Sager, *Unwilling Idlers: The Urban Unemployed and Their Families in Late Victorian Canada.* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998).

Chapter 1: Introduction; Chapter 2: The Discovery of a Social Problem; Chapter 3: A Profile of the Urban Unemployed; Chapter 4: Seasonality, Occupations, and Labour Markets; Chapter 5: Dimensions of Space and Community; Chapter 6: Family, Work, and Income in 1901; Chapter 7: Living Standards and Survival Strategies; Chapter 8: The Working Class, Social Reform, and the State; Chapter 9: Conclusion.

Dawn S. Bowen, “*Forward to a Farm*: The Back-to-the-Land Movement as a Relief Initiative in Saskatchewan During the Great Depression.” *(Dissertation, Queen's University at Kingston, 1998).*

During the Depression, Canada introduced a program of land settlement whereby the unemployed in the nation’s cities could be returned to the land and provide for their own support. This dissertation traces the development of the back-to-the-land policy, and examines the movement in Saskatchewan where unemployed families from Saskatoon and other Saskatchewan cities created new communities in the northern bush lands. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


Describes the mutual aid societies found in many places in Canada and the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Primarily fraternal lodges, these groups offered insurance benefits (medical and funeral expenses) for members while also providing social opportunities and maintaining group identity. The author explains the causes for the decline of such groups using Nanaimo as a case study. *(Ruta J. Wilk).*


“At these moments of breakdown there is good reason to claim, as Keynes himself certainly did, that ideas acquire extraordinary power in reorienting the course of public policy. But which economic ideas really matter and how do they become influential? Why do some ideas catch on rapidly while others of comparable intellectual worth languish at the margins of official discussion or even fail to gain a serious hearing by decision makers? These are the questions to which this article is addressed. Its empirical case is that of successive Canadian federal development strategies, often labeled “National Policies,” from the Great Depression to the present day.” *(Author, p. 17).*


Examines the evolution since 1900 of delinquency and its treatment, including the nature of young offenders and their attitudes and values, criminals’ early punishment experiences in Kingston Prison and more benign treatment in modern facilities, what strategies have worked, and current treatment trends. *(PAIS International.)*

This dissertation covers two periods in Manitoba’s policy history: the period between the end of World War II and 1969 when the primary policy goal was increasing the capacity of the province’s health care delivery system; and the period between 1969 and 1988 when the primary policy goal was containment of growth in delivery system costs. Utilizing a mix of qualitative and quantitative measures this study assesses the types of, impacts related to, and causes of health care policy change during the tenure of six government administrations in the province. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


This article discusses the relationship between late 19th century Methodist revival evangelicalism and the working class in Ontario, coinciding with a time period of massive labor unrest among this same working class. Workers were overworked, underpaid, and pressured against any association with unions. The revivalists “appeared to offer a revival message with anti-authoritarian overtones that harked back to simpler days.” (p. 22). Their style and message were aimed at the common man, and against the wealthy elite. But a close examination reveals that the revivalists failed to truly understand their listeners’ grievances, class struggles, and desires for social justice. (Ruta J. Wilk.)


This paper analyses a prostitute rescuing initiative in Toronto, 1894-1896. The key players were Edna, a young prostitute, and the two people who attempted to “rescue” her, Elizabeth Harvie, a socially prominent member of a local charity, and William Lyon Mackenzie King, then an undergraduate student at the University of Toronto and subsequently Prime Minister of Canada. (Author abstract.)


The author is discussing an article by Martin Wexler, originally published in 1996, on the topic of housing policies in Canada and the U.S. Harris is critical of Wexler’s reading of history, and his interpretative framework. Harris argues for the importance of history in discussions of public policy. He presents his own interpretation of the evolution of housing policy in the two countries, and offers an analysis of the implications of these policies within an historical framework. (Ruta J. Wilk).


This book examines the history of single mothers on welfare in Ontario, from the establishment of the Ontario Mothers’ Allowance in 1920 to the elimination of the policy under the Harris government in 1997. Through the use of government documents, case files, and oral interviews, the book shows how single mothers throughout history have opened their homes and their lives to intrusive investigations to prove themselves financially and morally worthy. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract).


This study assesses and situates the role of voluntary agencies, specifically Catholic charities, within Canadian social welfare history, by highlighting the public/private partnerships, or “mixed social economy”, which characterized the delivery of social services. The thesis refutes historical interpretations of social welfare which maintain that religious institutions declined in importance as state initiatives intensified, beginning after World War I. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


Discusses the history of the off-reservation boarding schools for Canadian Indian children. The book is part of the series “Manitoba Studies in Native History.” (Ruta J. Wilk).

James E. Moran, Insanity, the Asylum, and Society in Nineteenth Century Quebec and Ontario. (Dissertation, York University, 1998).

This thesis traces the development of perceptions of and responses to insanity in nineteenth-century Ontario and Quebec. Attention is paid to the rise of lunatic asylums…I argue that the lunatic asylum was the product of the complex interaction of the state, an emerging alienist profession, and those in the community who had a stake in the management and treatment of those they considered to be insane. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)

Peter Murphy, Poor, Ignorant Children: Irish Famine Orphans in Saint John, New Brunswick. (Halifax, NS: D’Arcy McGee Chair of Irish Studies, Saint Mary’s University, 1999).

“This imaginative work dramatically improves our understanding of the plight of youthful Irish famine immigrants in nineteenth-century New Brunswick…Through the use of formerly unexplored primary sources, the author manages to put a poignant and human face on a previously ill-defined group that experienced the traumatic famine migration to North America.” (Scott W. See, University of Maine).


Hundreds of delinquent daughters were brought before Montreal’s Juvenile Delinquents’ Court, which opened in 1912. Their “crimes” consisted primarily of defying parental authority over contributions to the family economy and housework and their seemingly precocious attitude toward sexuality. Myers analyzes how juvenile justice functioned in the Montreal juvenile court system that emerged in the wake of the 1908 Juvenile Delinquents Act. (Periodical Abstracts database).


This thesis examines the interaction of gender, class and state forces in the shaping of the Canadian unemployment insurance program. A major argument is that while changes in women’s role and activities constitute one of the most far-reaching transformations since the Second World War, their significance
both for the changing nature of women’s relationship to the state and for the development of welfare state regimes has not adequately been taken into account. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


A discussion of how housing reform, as an early element of social policy, was intended to Canadianize the working class in order to shore up class cooperation and maintain social hierarchy in the years around World War I. (*Humanities Abstracts database.*


An investigation of the roots of Aboriginal women’s overincarceration in 20th-century Ontario. Drawing on the records of the only Ontario Reformatory for Women, the Mercer, the writer examines why overincarceration emerged; how legal and penal authorities explained Aboriginal women’s “crimes”; and how Native women, their families, and their communities reacted to women’s criminalization. (*Humanities Abstracts database.*


The fishermen’s unemployment insurance system in Canada must be one of the most controversial aspects of this most controversial of industries. This paper describes the debates concerning the desirability of extending the unemployment insurance system to fishermen, from the original parliamentary debate on unemployment insurance in 1935, through the enactment of the enabling legislation in 1956, to the implementation of fishermen’s unemployment insurance in April 1957. The main question asked, and answered, is why a money transfer system that was opposed by the government agencies that would be most involved in its administration was implemented. (*Author abstract.*)


Neil Sutherland, *Growing Up: Childhood in English Canada from the Great War to the Age of Television*. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997).

Based on adult memories of childhood, this book investigates a wide selection of experiences of growing up. Sutherland lays out the structure of children’s lives in such settings as the home, the classroom, the church, the street, and the playground – in short, in the communities of childhood. He explains how children arrived at their gender, class, and other identities, and how they came to adopt the values they did. This book offers a unique, child-centered approach developed by a leading expert on the history of Canadian childhood. (*Publisher’s abstract, edited.*)


Presents a study which examined the relationship among religious revivals, social change, gender relations and the growth of evangelical influence in nineteenth-century Canada through an in-depth study of Brantford, Ontario from 1835 to 1885. Impact of gender and social change in defining the limits of evangelical extension. (*Academic Search Elite database, edited.*)

This article is a response to the critique by Richard Harris (see above) of Wexler’s 1996 article on Canadian and U.S. policies affecting home-ownership. Wexler takes issue with a number of points raised by Harris, such as why Canada has more favorable housing outcomes. *(Ruta J. Wilk).*
CHARITY AND PHILANTHROPY


During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the New York Charity Organization Society (COS) frequently clashed with women clients about placing sick and disabled family members in hospitals and sanatoria. In spite of the fact that the COS has been seen as cementing the traditional gender division of labor, case files suggest that the organization often encouraged institutionalization in order to free women to enter the labor force. (*Humanities Abstracts database*).


Carol Faulkner, *The Hard Heart of the Nation: Gender, Race, and Dependency in the Freedmen’s Aid Movement*. (Dissertation, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1998).

Though historians are familiar with the movement’s educational activities, they have neglected to study the relief policies of the movement or the activism of women reformers, both of which are crucial to understanding the history of the movement. The failure of the Freedmen’s Aid movement to institute lasting reform in the South resulted from the conflicting conservative and radical impulses within the movement. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


The Civil War and Reconstruction changed the face of social welfare provision in the South as thousands of people received public assistance for the first time in their lives. This book examines the history of southern social welfare institutions and policies in those formative years. Ten original essays explore the local nature of welfare and the limited role of the state prior to the New Deal. The contributors consider such factors as southern distinctiveness, the impact of gender on policy and practice, and ways in which welfare practices reinforced social hierarchies. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract.*)


Like other Protestant women, Woman’s Missionary Union (WMU) leaders formulated a feminine social ethic with the language of domesticity. The imperatives of evangelical faith provided the seeds for the destruction of true womanhood, leading Southern Baptist women to step outside the domestic sphere to organize missionary organizations and practice social service. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


This study examines Protestant civic activism, focusing on the laymen who ran Chicago’s city missions and Protestant clubs, the laywomen who labored in the city’s Protestant settlement houses and institutional churches, and the relations between these men and women as each jockeyed for position, space, and authority in the public life of the city. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


The writer discusses the Chicago-based Jewish Agriculturalists’ Aid Society of America (JAAS), one of the many Midwestern philanthropic organizations formed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries to aid immigrants from Eastern Europe and Russia. The JAAS’s work reflected contemporaneous issues of Jewish life and ethnicity and showed how philanthropic efforts directed at agricultural development were constructed by society leaders as an answer to various perceived social dilemmas. (Humanities Abstracts database).


After statehood, educational opportunities for African American school children were stifled by racism, a shortage of money, and inadequate facilities. That changed to some degree with assistance from the Julius Rosenwald Fund. Cynthia J. Savage recounts the condition of Oklahoma’s separate schools in the first half of the twentieth century and how northern philanthropy aided the construction of nearly 200 buildings. (Journal abstract).
CHILD WELFARE, CHILDREN


The author reviews the beginnings of child welfare research in the United States with an emphasis on the contributions of several outstanding individuals as well as the conflict between hereditarian and reformist values and attitudes. Both hereditarian and reformist values and attitudes had tremendous influence on the development of child welfare research as well as the helping professions. (*Journal abstract.*)


C. Gish, “Rescuing the ‘Waifs and Strays’ of the City: The Western Emigration Program of the Children’s Aid Society”, *Journal of Social History* 33:1 (Fall 1999) 121+.

This article examines the Children’s Aid Society’s western emigration program over four decades, from 1853 to 1890. Using case records, it looks at children’s lives before and after foster placement. Analysis of the records reveals that few children fit the profile of neglected and abused “waifs” that Brace liked to publicize. (*Author abstract, edited.*)


In 1904, New York nuns brought forty Irish orphans to a remote Arizona mining camp, to be placed with Catholic families. The Catholic families were Mexican, as was the majority of the population. Soon the town’s Anglos, furious at this “interracial” transgression, formed a vigilante squad that kidnapped the children and nearly lynched the nuns and the local priest. Linda Gordon brilliantly recreates and dissects the tangled intersection of family and racial values, in a gripping story that resonates with today’s conflicts over the “best interests of the child.” (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.*)

The Civil War and Reconstruction and the South’s postbellum industrialization produced economic dislocation on a tremendous scale. One product of that economic upheaval was an increasing problem of infanticides and infant abandonments. This case study of Richmond, Virginia, examines patterns of abandonment and neonaticide as documented in records of the city almshouse and the city coroner. (Author abstract, edited.)


Chicago, a city with a longstanding tradition of women’s reform, large schools of sociology and social work, and the home of the nation’s first juvenile court, is one where the efforts to combat problems facing young people are well documented. Women reformers in Chicago contributed to all sectors of reform programming. They participated as experts, who held expertise and experience in a wide array of social services. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)

Ashley Hogan, “‘I Never Noticed She Was Dirty’: Fatherhood and the Death of Charlotte Duffy in Late-Nineteenth-Century Victoria”, *Journal of Family History* 24:3 (July 1999) 305-316.


Peter Murphy, *Poor, Ignorant Children: Irish Famine Orphans in Saint John, New Brunswick.* (Halifax, NS: D’Arcy McGee Chair of Irish Studies, Saint Mary’s University, 1999).

Focusses on articles and books in the mental health and legal literature.


Neil Sutherland, *Growing Up: Childhood in English Canada from the Great War to the Age of Television*. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997).


During most periods in the history of Western theater, the presence of children on stage has been accepted as normal. Between 1874 and 1919, however, reformers campaigned to bar children from New York stages. A co-founder of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (SPCC), Elbridge T. Gerry, worked strenuously for over fifty years to keep children from performing professionally. He is a key figure in this study, which draws heavily on the archives of the SPCC. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.*)
COMMUNITY PRACTICE/SOCIAL MOVEMENTS


The first purpose (of this study) is to tell the stories of five women and their struggles to change the lives of mountain residents in a period of rapid change. The second and more ambitious goal is to begin to understand the impact of gendered perceptions on the creation of Progressive-era reform. The women profiled all brought gender-based notions of the world to bear on their work as they shaped Appalachian progressivism. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


This is a sociological history of an interracial Brooklyn community center committed to community organizing as a vehicle for moving people to learn about and respond democratically and collectively to the large social, political and economic forces that affect them and their collective lives. The dissertation describes the activist role of the organization within New York City as a proponent of racial integration and integrated community struggle which it sees as necessary for a larger, working class based movement. (*Dissertation abstract.*)


Our popular image of the era of the Great Depression is one of bread lines, labor wars, and leftist firebrands. Absent from this picture are religiously motivated social reformers, notably Catholic clergy and laity. In *A Catholic New Deal*, Heineman rethinks the religious roots of labor organizing and social reform in America during the 1930s. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.*)


In 1919, John C. Campbell established the Conference of Southern Mountain Workers to unite “mountain workers” who were active throughout the Appalachian South. The group, later known as the Council of Southern Mountain Workers (after 1944) and the Council of the Southern Mountains (after 1954), became the primary coordinating agency for reform in the region in the first half of the twentieth century. This study examines the history of this organization between the years of 1913 and 1951. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


This dissertation is a history of the welfare rights movement, which was composed mostly of poor black women on AFDC. It chronicles the movement from its origins in the early 1960s until its demise in the mid-1970s and examines the way in which the movement reformed AFDC. This dissertation also helps illuminate the nature of black radicalism in the 1960s. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


One of the early leaders of the Women’s Trade Union League (WTUL) was working-class woman and veteran trade union organizer Mary Kenney O’Sullivan (1864-1943). When she joined with several other trade unionists and social reformers to form, in 1903, the WTUL, Kenney O’Sullivan had already spent more than a dozen years attempting to forge a coalition between male-dominated organized labor and the social reform community in which Progressive-minded women played a vital role. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


This article examines the emergence of community development corporations (CDCs) from a peripheral component of neighborhood-based community development in the late 1960s to a leading role in community development in the 1990s. The industry system framework provides an analytical context for a case study of Cleveland’s CDCs from the late 1960s through the late 1990s. *(Journal abstract, edited.)*
DISABILITY


Woeful Afflictions combines contemporary scholarship on sentimentalism with the most recent workers on the cultural meanings of disability to argue that sentimentalism, with its emphasis on creating emotional identifications between texts and readers, both reinforces existing associations between disability and otherness and works to rewrite those associations in portraying disabled people, in their emotional capacities, as no different from the ablebodied. This book will interest anyone concerned with disability studies and the social construction of the body, with the history of education and of public institutional care in the United States, and with autobiographical writings. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


The author goes beyond anecdotal history to traverse a little known history, penetrating to the heart of collective attitudes and reflecting on elements of policy. The sweep is broad; from a rereading and reinterpretation of the Oedipus myth to current legislation regarding disability, he proposes an analytical history that demonstrates how societies reveal themselves through their attitudes towards disability, at times, in unexpected ways, since the study of detail is often the best entry into the whole of a culture. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)

McCay Vernon and Beth Daigle-King, “Historical Overview of Inpatient Care of Mental Patients Who are Deaf”, American Annals of the Deaf, 144:1 (March 1999) 51-61.

A review of published studies of deaf mentally ill inpatients is reported. While there are conflicts in the findings of some of the studies, several generalizations seem fairly universal across countries and time periods. (Periodical Abstracts).
GENERAL/TEXTS


*American Settlement Houses and Progressive Social Reform* documents, for the first time, the history of the American Settlement Movement in an A to Z format. Included in the *Encyclopedia’s* 230 entries are: biographies of key individuals, descriptions of settlement houses and reform committees, synopses of influential writings and reports, and articles on major issues affecting the movement. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


This revision traces the evolutions of the concept of social welfare and presents a sweeping view of the history of social welfare programs from prehistory through the 1990s. This edition includes coverage of the new welfare reform act or TANF…In addition, the new edition deals more fully with global economic issues affecting social welfare in all countries. Chapter 13 now includes more information on transnational corporations and the global economy…also includes new coverage of managed health care and case management. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


News discourse on social welfare not only informs the public but also connotes a set of values about social welfare. Based on the samples news stories from the *New York Times*, *Washington Post*, and three network newscasts in the presidential election years from 1936 to 1988, four period are noted: emergence of the welfare state, 1936; limited expansion of the welfare state, 19490-1956; welfare state in full swing, 19490-1956; welfare state in full swing, 1960-1968; and retrenchment of the welfare state, 19972-1988. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


I compare the experiences of working class Jews, Italians, and African Americans who have lived and worked in South Philadelphia since 1940. The findings are based on a multi-method approach that combines data from interviews as well as a variety of historical sources, including the Philadelphia Social Service Exchange (a previously unanalyzed data source that traces clients’ path through the network of institutions in Philadelphia between 1911 and 1970.) *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


In 1892, Eleanor Smith opened the first settlement music school at Hull-House in Chicago. By the 1920s, virtually every major settlement house across American had musical activities as part of its offerings. This dissertation explores the history of musical activities in the Progressive-era social settlements, in particular the contradictory place of an art form often considered diversionary and ornamental within the context of the practical, goal-oriented programs of the social settlements. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*

Combining classic and contemporary essays that present authoritative but conflicting views, The New Deal includes the latest scholarship. Following the proven format of the series, the text opens with an introductory essay followed by a presentation of authoritative but conflicting views, encouraging students to interpret and evaluate the issue for themselves. In addition to the essays, each chapter includes a chronology of events, selection introductions, and suggestions for further reading. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


Bridget K. O’Rourke, Meanings and Practices of Literacy in Urban Settlement Communities: Chicago’s Hull House, 1890-1940. (Dissertation, Purdue University, 1998).

This dissertation analyzes oral and written literacy narratives of immigrant and working-class men and women who resided in the neighborhood served by Chicago’s Hull House settlement during the late nineteenth-and early twentieth century. Narrative analysis of individual stories about the meanings and uses of English literacy within families and communities is intertwined with an investigation of Hull House as an institutional context for literacy development as well as large-scale economic and political conditions that impacted the settlement and the neighborhood. (Dissertation abstract).


Through an examination of Illinois Humane Society (IHS) and Chicago divorce court records, this dissertation analyzes the dynamics of family violence as well as community intervention in middle-class families. The IHS evolved over time from a voluntary organization to a quasi-governmental institution, reflecting the Progressive chronology of government taking on social responsibilities. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


Over twenty years and through five editions, more than 100,000 students have used Trattner’s standard text. This new Sixth Edition – newly revised after five years of research – has been updated to highlight developments in child welfare, public health, mental health, and the evolution of social work as a profession – and examines how these changes have affected the treatment of the poor and needy in America. (Publisher’s abstract).
HEALTH AND MEDICINE


Table of Contents: Chapter 1 – Changing Patterns of Long-Term Care; Chapter 2 – Public Institutional Long-Term Care for the Indigent Aged; Chapter 3 – Long-Term Home Care in Philadelphia; Chapter 4 – Community Services for the Long-Term Sick; Chapter 5 – The Search for Quality in Long-Term Care; Chapter 6 – Conclusion.


This book examines the social, political, and economic issues of public health provision in historical perspective. Focusing on Britain, Continental Europe, and the U.S., Porter provides a comprehensive outline of the development of public health care from the ancient world to the modern state. Covering a broad range of historical issues, the book includes discussion of pestilence, public order and morality in pre-modern times; the Enlightenment and its effects; health care centralization in Victorian Britain; localization of health care in the U.S.; population issues and family welfare; the rise of the classic welfare state; and current attitudes toward public health. (*Publisher’s Website abstract, edited.*)


George Rosen was not only one of the most noted medical historians in the United States, but also a pioneer in the scientific and practical establishment of public health. He promoted the socio-historical foundation of public health and emphasized the ambivalent role of the government between the creation of healthy living conditions and the control of individuals. (*Author abstract.*)


IMMIGRATION AND MIGRATION


Poor people assisted to emigrate by their parish officers have long been associated with Charles Buller’s memorable phrase “shovelling out paupers”. Poor people were depicted as passive victims of the elite’s schemes, thoughtlessly dumped into a new world. This paper challenges that view by stressing the resourcefulness of poor people who secured assistance to emigrate by detailing a wide number of strategies which poor emigrants employed to secure assistance. (Periodical Abstracts.)


This article examines medial inspections of immigrants arriving to U.S. ports and borders from the period 1891 to 1928. Comparing the activities of the U.S. Public Health Service at four immigration stations, the authors emphasize the importance of regional differences in the history of immigration and public health. (Periodical Abstracts.)


The role of the Public Health Service in monitoring the health of immigrants at Ellis Island is examined. Between 1892 and 1924, around 12 million immigrants entered the U.S. via the federal immigration depot on Ellis Island in New York Harbor. In 1891, federal legislation stipulated that all immigrants undergo medical inspection, and this task was assigned to the Marine Hospital Service. (Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)
INTERNATIONAL, COMPARATIVE STUDIES


Examines the role of the Society for Maternal Charity in promoting responsible motherhood and formulates gender roles for women of all social classes in nineteenth century France. Discusses components of the Society, and the practical assistance offered by the Society to families. (Academic Search Elite database).


This article discusses how the Glasgow Royal Asylum’s case notes may be deployed to access patients’ experiences of madness and confinement. The deficiencies and biases of the case record are also explored. Some fundamental shifts in emphasis in the case note and case history occurred in this period. These shifts were associated with an increased emphasis on organic interpretations of mental disease and on clinical approaches to insanity. (Author abstract, edited.)


The study uses a variety of sources, including local newspapers, Parliamentary reports, materials from local history collections, Charles Booth’s notebooks, and working-class autobiographies. The richest new source employed in the study is the manuscript census of 1881 for three London neighborhoods, Somers Town, Lisson Grove, and Globe Town. The work addresses current issues in women’s history and women’s studies, such as the relationship between women’s paid employment and male power and the multifaceted causes of women’s subordination in working-class families. (Publisher’s abstract.)


This study surveys the conceptual background and the macroeconomic context of the social security system in Israel. In four decades, the Israeli system grew into a comprehensive system similar in scope to those operating in western and northern Europe, North America, the European outposts in the Antipodes, and Japan. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


This historical account of the care of insanity outside formal institutions explores key issues relating to the social history of madness from 1750 to the present day. These include women and the social construction of madness, the boarding out of lunatics by poor law authorities, familial care and treatment of the insane, and the practice of mental healing by general practitioners. (Publisher’s abstract.)


Until late in the nineteenth century, the loss of a parent was an event with which many children were confronted. It generally endangered the smooth operation of the family, could produce dramatic declines
in the wellbeing of the children, and could ultimately affect the health of the children. By comparing the survival rates of paternal orphans, maternal orphans, stepchildren and children in complete families…we were able to study the effect of parental loss on children. (Author abstract, edited.)

**Ann S. Blum, Children Without Parents: Law, Charity, and Social Practice, Mexico City, 1867-1940. (Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1998).**

This dissertation examines the experience of poor children outside their families in Mexico City through the lens of public welfare, from the Restored Republic in 1867 through the 1930s, the decade of consolidation of the Mexican Revolution’s social program. Analysis of law, organization and clienteles of public orphanages, and community circulation of children provides a complex view of the interactions between family practice and the expanding state sphere. (Dissertation abstract.)

**Anne Borsay, “Returning Patients to the Community: Disability, Medicine, and Economic Rationality Before the Industrial Revolution”, Disability and Society 13:5 (1998) 645-663.**

This paper offers an interpretation of physical impairment in eighteenth-century Britain which challenges the view that disability was largely a product of industrial capitalism. It includes a case study of the General Infirmary at Bath, founded in 1739 to grant “poor cripples and other indigent strangers” access to the spa waters. (Author abstract, edited.)


The book pursues four main themes in order to locate the General Infirmary at Bath within its economic, socio-cultural, and political contexts: arrangements for management and finance under the conditions of a prospering commercial economy; the rewards and restrictions experienced by the physicians and surgeons who donated their professional services free of charge; the changing moral economy of charitable donors and recipients; and the construction of an integrated social and political elite around the physical and moral rehabilitation of the sick poor. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


This paper is a reappraisal of the Christian origins of social work and, as such, is a contribution to writing the profession’s history. It examines the competing ideological roots of the concept of “social work” which emerged in late nineteenth-century Britain, and the extent to which they are derived from the Christian charitable tradition or its secular transformation. (Author abstract.)


In this paper I present a socio-historical analysis of the rise of the British anti-psychiatry movement. This analysis is important because criticism and opposition, such as that of the anti-psychiatrists, has been an integral element of the psychiatric field since its earliest developments but has seldom been studied by social scientists, particularly in relation to the post-war period. Power and dominant discourses have been the key focus of analysis, to the detriment of a proper consideration of resistance and counter-discourses. (Author abstract.)

Focusing on a part of the world not often found in this historical bibliography, the book (written in English) consists of seven essays covering each of the five Nordic countries, along with two general essays addressing the topic of child labor. The essays are situated in the context of the larger international literature on this topic. The debate about schoolchildren’s paid work discussed in this book has parallels in the American Progressive era reform of child labor laws, and beliefs about the “good childhood” (Ruta J. Wilk).


This article examines the plight of indigent working women in Paris in 1791. Discusses the creation of the ateliers de filature or spinning workshops, which became centers of war production during the French Revolution; Also discusses the politics of subsistence in terms of women's protests on bread provisioning, and the importance of state-sponsored work. (Academic Search Elite database).


“This essay will examine the complex ideological and organizational conflicts that plagued Weimar child welfare policy. The story of those conflicts is in itself intrinsically interesting and important, and illustrates in particularly stark terms problems and dynamics that will be familiar to historians of child welfare in other countries and periods. This essay also aims, however, to make a contribution to our understanding of the conditions under which National Socialism could become an attractive alternative to existing institutional arrangements, at least in this one subfield of social policy” (Author, p. 44.)


A history prepared for the fiftieth anniversary of the services by Alan Elliott, of the Great Britain Department of Health and Social Services for Northern Ireland.


The writer uses stories concerning the lives of poor urban women in the high Middle Ages to add their experiences to the history of poverty in medieval Europe. She draws on a cache of stories of miracles to contend that poor women survived long-term disability with varying combinations of assistance from family members, charitable institutions, employers, neighbors, close companions, and informal alms. (Humanities Abstracts).


Essays that examine the definition and history of the welfare state, and related lessons. Focus is on the underprivileged, the development of social services, and the redistribution of resources. Experts in welfare history draw together research, including broad policy surveys and detailed case studies. Published in association with the Institute of Contemporary British History. (Publisher’s abstract, edited.)

Poor Relief and Protestantism is a study of the organization and practical operation of the system of poor relief in Emden from the late 15th century to the end of the 16th. Deeply embedded in local sources, the book focuses on the day-to-day operation of poor relief, how Emden’s many diverse institutions actually functioned. During this period, Emden underwent dramatic economic, confessional, and constitutional transformations and so offers an ideal setting for the study of the emergence and development of a highly organized, multi-jurisdictional system of social welfare in the early modern period. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


This study brings together some of today’s foremost writers working on the history of childhood in Great Britain. Within a challenging chronological focus, stretching from the 1600s up until the 1960s, historical materials as diverse as state papers, legal records, diaries, letters, and oral sources are used to probe a series of key issues. This study…throws new light on the changing attitudes of the state to family intimacy and parent-child relations, the sexuality of children, children and authority, and children and crime. (Publisher’s Website abstract, edited.)


The interactions of race, gender, and class created problems in the construction of the identities and material realities of white women in Barbados during the era of plantation slavery. Of the many racial groups that settled in the plantation societies, white women are one of the most invisible and least analyzed. The dispensation of poor relief was employed as a strategy of the patriarchal white ruling class to maintain the boundaries of “whiteness” by incorporating impoverished white women into a sphere of white superiority. (Humanities Abstracts).

Hugh Freeman, “Mental Health Policy and Practice in the NHS: 1948-1979”, *Journal of Mental Health* 7:3 (June 1998) 225-239.


Based on thousands of hours of taped interviews of Australians who came to Australia as child or youth migrants, this volume tells the story of more than 60 years of child migration. It tells of abuse and misconduct, and the difficulties experienced when the adults attempted to find out about their origins. (Publisher’s abstract.)


The welfare state has been one of the most significant developments in 20th century Britain. This work narrates its principal changes and provides an introduction to issues of finance and funding, providers and users, and the role of the welfare state as a system of social stratification. (Publisher’s abstract.)

An important contribution to the welfare debate. “Mixed economy of welfare” has once again become an important part of the contemporary policy maker’s agenda. As a consequence, this collection of historical essays has a direct bearing on one of today’s most important debates. *(Coronet Books, Inc.)*


A study of the debate over the control of civic charities during the era of municipal reform. The nineteenth-century city was characterized by the development of a wide variety of voluntary associations and institutions which set out to address social problems and promote the public good. This book presents a study of voluntarism in the city of Bristol. *(Blackwell’s Bookshop Webpage abstract, edited.)*


This paper will attempt to describe the evolution of mental health care over the past 50 years by examining different aspects of treatment and service provision. The last half-century has seen enormous developments in both treatment and the environments in which it is delivered, from the demise of insulin coma therapy and the Victorian asylum, to the development of phenothiazines and the community mental health team. *(Periodical Abstracts).*

Ole Peter Grell, Andrew Cunningham, and Jon Arrizabalaga, eds. *Health Care and Relief in Counter-Reformation Europe.* (London: Routledge, 1999).

*Health Care and Poor Relief in Counter-Reformation Europe* examines the effects of the Counter-Reformation on health care and poor relief in Southern Catholic Europe in the period between 1540 and 1700. The book draws on the practices in different localities in Southern Europe...These examples establish how and why a revitalized and strengthened post-Tridentine Catholic church managed to reshape and reinvigorate welfare provisions in Southern Europe. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


The post-World War II refugee influx into the Soviet-Occupied Zone of Germany that doubled Mecklenburg’s population within a matter of months, also included thousands of orphaned and abandoned children. Between May 1945 and June 1952, the German Civilian Government of Mecklenburg...left local officials to deal with the problem as best they could. This monograph relates the relationship between the administration and care systems, and the refugee orphans and abandoned children and juveniles. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*

During the 16\textsuperscript{th} century, European cities created ever stricter punishments for begging and idleness, culminating with the introduction of workhouses. Harrington examines why, despite the already pandemic problem of begging, the city of Nuremberg Germany consistently resisted the idea of establishing a workhouse for the better part of a century. (*Periodical Abstracts.*)


Poverty among working class households in interwar London is re-examined using records from the New Survey of London Life and Labour, 1929-31. Alternative poverty lines are constructed to estimate the number of households in poverty including, and excluding, the social security benefits paid during the interwar period. The interwar social security system is found to deserve greater credit for alleviating poverty than is often recognized. (*Journal abstract).*

Ashley Hogan, “‘I Never Noticed She Was Dirty’: Fatherhood and the Death of Charlotte Duffy in Late-Nineteenth-Century Victoria”, *Journal of Family History* 24:3 (July 1999) 305-316.

In Melbourne, 1880, fourteen-year-old Charlotte Duffy died of “hip disease” complicated by extreme neglect. Her parents were charged with criminal negligence. Matthew and Annie Duffy were both convicted, but Matthew Duffy’s conviction was overturned on appeal, the court ruling that “in point of law” a father was not required to take any part in the day-to-day care of his children. This article uses the death of Charlotte Duffy as a focal point for an analysis of the gendered category of father in late nineteenth-century Victoria, arguing that despite the clear delineation of male and female parenting in official discourse, the increasing strength of the ideal of conjugal masculinity was expanding the definition of fatherhood within the middle class. (*Journal abstract.*)


The writers trace and explain the rise of the Buddhist Compassion Relief Foundation (Ciji Gongdehui) from a small group in 1966 to the largest civic organization in Taiwan with a worldwide membership of four million, the majority of which are women. They place this organization in historical context by comparing it to earlier popularizing Buddhist movements in China and to various Christian charitable organizations that emerged in 19th century Europe and North America. (*Humanities Abstracts.*)


For centuries, laws have combated alleged threats from vagrants, ignoring causal factors such as economic fluctuation, bad harvests, disease, and war. In Britain today, half a million homeless people form a permanent “underclass”. The study traces similarities between these persons and the vagrant of bygone days. (*Publisher’s abstract, edited.*)


The prime purpose of this dissertation is to determine what functions ideological elements, socio-economic conditions, and other practical concerns of the government served respectively in the
development of the Tudor poor laws. In particular, this dissertation analyzes and compares the legislative environment of six parliamentary sessions. (Dissertation abstract.)


A history of institutional care for persons with epilepsy and other mental handicaps, in the West Midlands of England. (Ruta J. Wilk).


An anthology of extracts from both professional and private writing about madness, in a chronological sequence that charts the history of insanity during the 19th century, while also giving an insight into the personal experience of mental derangement in relation to official attitudes. (B.H. Blackwell, Ltd.)


A history of the almshouses of Northamptonshire, in England. Includes discussion of Britain’s Poor Laws, and of social conditions in 19th Century Britain. (Ruta J. Wilk.)


A history of women philanthropists and women social reformers in Scandinavia.


Focusing on the Bologna Foundling Home in Italy during the 19th century, the writer discusses the relationship between infant abandonment and syphilis. It is clear that in Italy the infection of rural wet nurses by syphilitic foundlings increasingly came to be seen as a major public health problem, one with dire consequences for the foundlings and the foundling homes. (Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)


A hundred years ago, most working-class households avoided or coped with poverty without recourse to the state. The Poor Law after 1834 offered little more than a “safety net” for the poorest, and much welfare was organized through charitable societies, self-help institutions and mutual-aid networks. Rather than look for the origins of modern provision, the author casts a searching light on the practices, ideology and outcomes of nineteenth-century welfare. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


Table of Contents: Chap. 1 – Introduction; Chap. 2 – The Changing Demography of Lone Motherhood; Chap. 3 – The Debate about the Law Affecting Marriage and Divorce in Twentieth Century Britain; Chap. 4 – Constructions of Unmarried Motherhood in the Post-War Period; Chap. 5 – Lone Motherhood: Characteristics, Circumstances, and Consequences; Chap. 6 – Social Security and Lone Mothers; Chap. 7

After providing a picture of juvenile prosecution patterns based on court records from various English regions, the writer discusses shifting discourses about, and changing prosecution policies toward, young offenders. Among the questions raised is the issue of whether the rise of juvenile prosecution is connected to a real increase in crime caused by the rapid migration, social dislocation, and family breakdown that were sometimes linked to urbanization and industrialization at this time. *(Humanities Abstracts, edited.)*


Although they lacked the ideological and economic advantages of patriarchal authority, women in 18th century France were no less likely than men to receive support in their old age from friends and family. Elderly women rarely lived on their own, and when they could not rely on their children for support, they found care in more distant kin and friends. *(SocioAbs abstract, edited.)*


This study analyses poor relief in preindustrial Europe from 1800 to 1850, as a survival strategy of the poor and as a control strategy of the elites. A simple model of poor relief is presented, based on insights derived from history, sociology and welfare economics. It is tested against the historical records of Amsterdam from 1800 to 1850. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


Mary Lindemann, a distinguished scholar of the history of medicine, writes with exceptional clarity and examines medicine from a social and cultural perspective rather than a narrowly scientific one. She focuses on the experience of illness and on patients and folk healers as much as on the rise of medical science, doctors, and hospitals. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


In what ways did gender influence the shape of poverty, and of poor women’s work, in Victorian England? This book explores the issue in the context of nineteenth-century Northumberland, examining urban and rural conditions for women, poor relief debates and practices, philanthropic activity, working-class cultures, and “protective” intervention in women’s employment. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


The infirmary of the Glasgow Town’s Hospital has been completely ignored in general accounts of the growth in medical foundations providing charitable health care for the poor, as well as in accounts dealing more specifically with the British voluntary hospital movement in the eighteenth century. This article
examines this infirmary, the roles of the medical staff, the nature of medical facilities there, the patient population, and the sources of private and public funding.  
(Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from the source document).


In 1894 a group of predominantly middle-class British women, many with a background in women’s trade union organizing, formed the Women’s Industrial Council. Their express purpose was to use social investigation to lobby the government to improve industrial conditions for women. Over the next 25 years the Council continued to work for working women, focusing on everything from technical training to protective labor legislation to educational and recreational programs for young women and girls.  
(Dissertation abstract.)


This six-volume (!) set is a collection of primary materials on the metropolitan poor of London. It includes the writings of a diverse set of authors, from urban travellers and social reformers to prominent evangelicals. The collection begins with writings from the final five years of the eighteenth century, when London began to emerge as the world center of trade and commerce, and goes to the beginning of the first World War. The set consists of 2500 pages, and the cost is $795. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


The author explores how the men of the San Juan town council and the officers of the Casa de Beneficiencia, a state-run charitable establishment charged with responsibility for the poor, shaped the discourse on public and private space and thereby marginalized the worthy poor and vagrants, “liberated” Africans, indigent and unruly women, and destitute children. In this way the members of the newly-emerging middle class controlled not only public space, but also the people, activities, and even attitudes that filled it. (Adapted from the Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


The purpose of this dissertation is to study the activities of the Greeks of South Russia during the Imperial era by focusing on the Greek Benevolent Association of Odessa (GBAO). The success of the GBAO was reflected in the various institutions it supported, such as the School for Boys, the School for Girls, the Church of the Holy Trinity, and the Home for the Elderly. The activities of the GBAO were part of the greater phenomenon of private charity in Russia which came into existence as the Great Reforms, instituted in the 1860s, were being implemented throughout the empire. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


Questions such as who should receive social security, is social security a mark of citizenship or a cause for shame, and how can the costs of social security be controlled are addressed in this pioneering history which traces the development of social security policy in New Zealand, from the passage of the Old Age Pensions Act in 1898 through to the recent benefit cuts, the 1997 superannuation referendum, and the Code of Social Responsibility of 1998. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)

This dissertation examines the relationship between population, food resources, and parochial relief initiatives in the English county of Wiltshire between 1670 and 1744. It assesses the efficacy of public intervention under the Poor Law system in preventing dearth-based hunger and starvation among the local poor in a period when the central state had disengaged from controlling food supplies and prices. *(Dissertation abstract.)*


At a time when much research is underway on the Great Famine itself, this book provides an insight into the condition of the urban poor on the eve of that catastrophe, and how ill prepared they were to withstand it. Work, poverty, welfare institutions, and the social hierarchy all come in for scrutiny. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


A valuable guide to current work in the social and cultural history of insanity, this book provides a comprehensive summary of the debates on the growth of institutional care during the 19th and 20th centuries. Using the English model to investigate the significance of ethnicity, race, and gender, as well as political and cultural factors, the book also features studies in Wales, Scotland, Ireland, India, and South Africa, and analyzes the history of colonial medicine more generally. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)*


This magisterial work explores how Renaissance Germans understood and experienced madness. It focuses on the insanity of the world in general but also on specific disorders; examines the thinking on madness of theologians, jurists, and physicians; and analyzes the vernacular ideas that propelled sufferers to seek help in pilgrimage or newly founded hospitals for the helplessly disordered. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)*


This dissertation examines the provision of public beneficence during the Porfiriato using the Hospicio de Pobres, a home for poor and orphaned children, as a case study. Although Mexican historians have usually found the origins of public welfare services in the 1910 Revolution, the Porfirian state did attempt to improve the administration of beneficence, as this dissertation attempts to show. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


A history of poverty, public welfare, income distribution, and social policy in 19th century Great Britain.

The wife-activists movement in Russia during the 1930s mobilized housewives for voluntary social service labor while encouraging their domestic work. By means of the social work she carried out and as a model homemaker and mother, the wife-activist served as a liminal figure helping to bring about the transition to a new Soviet way of life. The article analyzes the basic elements of the wife-activist’s official persona: mother and social mother, housewife and “mistress of the great Soviet home”. *(Humanities Abstracts, edited.)*


Social welfare has been a key element in the development of identity in Geneva. Through welfare, Protestant immigrants and refugees were welcomed within the city walls, and in turn they contributed to the ongoing concern for the social needs of the community. This chapter will examine the place of social welfare from the *ancien regime* through the mid-nineteenth century, concentrating on the institutional adjustments to Geneva’s changing political and religious context. *(p. 155).*


This dissertation examines the lives of the aged in eighteenth-century England, first asking who was considered old in this culture, and then focusing on the assistance provided to the elderly by family and community. I combine a detailed study of three regionally and economically disparate parishes with an exploration of a variety of national sources to show that community-based assistance to the elderly was a national priority in this period. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


This major thematic and historical overview provides a clear guide to key welfare practices and developments in the public, private, voluntary, and informal welfare sectors in twentieth century Britain, outlining the dominant ideas about welfare in the period in question. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)*


The second of two papers exploring mental health policy and practice in the NHS since its founding in 1948.


This dissertation discusses the founding and development of the Chinese Red Cross Society, and how the Society’s success reflected important social and political developments in China at the turn of the twentieth century. The practice of philanthropy in China changed from a sporadic local initiative led by
elites to a sustained national effort, engaging an increasingly large segment of the Chinese polity. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


This study addresses the process of welfare state-building in twentieth-century France. It examines the relationship between political crises and the interventionism by the state in the development of population and public health policies. (Dissertation abstract.)

**Geoffrey Rivett, From Cradle to Grave: Fifty Years of the NHS. (London: King’s Fund, 1998).**

*From Cradle to Grave* tells the extraordinary story of the NHS. Published to mark its 50th anniversary, the book traces chronologically the major achievements and events in medicine, nursing, hospital development, primary health care, and health management. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)

**Adam A. Sabra, Poverty and Charity in Mamluk Cairo, 1250-1517. (Dissertation, Princeton University, 1998).**

This dissertation examines a topic which is relatively new in Islamic history: the history of poverty. It seeks to answer three questions: what was it like to be poor in Cairo during the Mamluk period, how did medieval Muslim thinkers understand poverty, and how did Cairene society attempt to alleviate the effects of poverty in the period 1250-1517? (Dissertation abstract.)


With the enactment of the law of 25 July 1889 on the divestiture of paternal authority, French civil courts were allowed to divest parents they deemed “morally dangerous” of all rights over their children. Although the masculine foundation of parental rights appeared indisputable, the law’s definition of moral danger was extremely ambiguous. This ambiguity was most apparent in the instance of poor single women. (SocioAbs citation.)


The writer examines the volunteer work of the Union de Damas Catolicas Mexicanas (Union of Mexican Catholic Ladies, UDCM) in Mexico City from 1912 to 1926...they may have approached societal problems from a Catholic perspective, but within this perspective they pursued topics and problems that interested them. In this way, members responded to the social upheaval of the Mexican Revolution by working to improve the lives of the poor. (Humanities Abstracts, edited.)


Women reformers in the United State and Germany maintained a brisk dialogue between 1885 and 1933. Drawing on one another’s expertise, they sought to alleviate a wide array of social injustices generated by industrial capitalism, such as child labor and the exploitation of women in the workplace. This book presents and interprets documents from that exchange, most previously unknown to historians, which
show how these interactions reflected the political cultures of the two nations. (Publisher’s Webpage Abstract.)


In the half-century after 1913 approximately 5,000 children were sent from Britain to Australia, Canada, and Rhodesia under the auspices of the Child Emigration Society, established by the South African-born Kingsley Fairbridge in 1909. This study investigates the motives for the establishment of the Fairbridge child migration scheme, examines its history in Australia and Canada, and outlines the experiences of many of the former child migrants. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


Heather Shore explores the processes and context of these legislative strategies (for reform), in which consideration of juvenile crime in London – with its close streets and alleys and conspicuous juxtaposition of poverty and wealth – played a major part, influencing elite perceptions of offending by children and young people. At the heart of this study is a critical consideration of the lives of young offenders. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


This volume provides the first comprehensive account of professional social work in Ireland, to contribute to a better understanding of its present form and nature. It considers the development of social work from the late 19th century to the present. For a reader outside of Ireland, in particular, the book provides insight into the cultural, political, and social context within which Irish social work emerged over the past century. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


Between the early sixteenth and the early eighteenth centuries, the character of English social policy and social welfare changed fundamentally. Aspirations for wholesale reformation were replaced by more specific schemes for improvement. In *From Reformation to Improvement* Slack examines the intellectual and political roots of this decisive shift of focus. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


A study of the pioneer county asylums, which were intended to provide for the “cure” and “safe custody” of people suffering from the ravages of insanity. The book considers the origins of the asylums, how they were managed, who staffed them, their practices, and the experiences of those kept there. (Heffers Booksellers, UK.)


This article explores the impact of the First World War on the social reform movement in France, emphasizing hospital policy and medical insurance. I argue that the war gave birth to a concerted reform
movement which succeeded in bringing about fundamental changes to health care policy. The impetuses to this national reform legislation were the numerous local experiments, whose stories I examine in some detail. (Author abstract.)


The writer challenges the idea that the fear of and fascination with vagabonds in France before World War I was a product of a national hysteria fueled by an irresponsible press. He contends that this fear was instead grounded in reality, and that vagabondage was one of France’s most pressing social problems. He details the repressive measures taken by the state as well as the harsh intellectual current that underpinned the repression. (Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)


In the case of Great Britain, it is argued that national health insurance was part of a package of social reforms designed to halt the slide of Great Britain from a position of preeminence in the world economy. The introduction of Canadian health insurance coincided with an increased role for local and federal states in fostering economic development in the nation. (SocioAbs abstract.)


Health policy in Korea is to a great extent incremental in character and the consequence of a variety of causal events. This is why it has been difficult to apply the established social welfare theories to the Korean case. In any event, the Korean national medical insurance system, constructed between 1963 and 1989, reveals some similarity to that in Japan, i.e. compartmentalization of financial and administrative units as well as inequality in contributions and benefits. The system also reflects Korea’s traditional Confucian value which emphasizes mutual dependence between family members. (Author abstract.)


The Poor Law of 1834, regarded as a “revolutionary” transformation in terms of local government, was supposed to replace the ascendancy of the landed elites with the democracy of the ratepayers and thus bring fundamental change to the political and economic contours of English rural society. The writer considers the detailed process of poor law union formation in Oxfordshire, the determinants of the boundaries and centers of the poor law unions, and interactions between neighboring localities. (Humanities Abstracts, edited.)


This article considers the role of Medical Officers of Health in the care of problem families in the period after the Second World War, and their relationship with one of the key voluntary social work agencies in the field, Pacifist Service Units/Family Service Units. It examines the shift in responsibility from public health doctors to social workers and uses the Bristol Family Service Unit as a case study. (Author abstract, edited.)

Offers a commentary on the limits of archival material in recovering the experience of women suffering from serious mental illness in the Cape, South Africa, at the turn of the century. (*PsycFirst abstract*).


The City of London Poor Law Union in the early-to-mid-Victorian period was the wealthiest and least populated of all the metropolitan Poor Law districts. The combination of high Poor Law receipts from a low poor rate base, civic pride, competition from city charities, and the willingness of neighboring unions to off-load this most troublesome class of pauper onto their rich neighbor gave an unparalleled level of choice to those who were at the bottom of the heap in Victorian London. (*Humanities Abstracts, edited.*)


Arriving in the early 19th century, European settlers shrugged off Old World values to demand, contrary to English law and practice at that time, that the elderly and the poor should take care of themselves. The “world without welfare” of early colonial New Zealand represents perhaps the purest test to date of what happens when a society turns its face against public assistance to the poorest and most vulnerable, in pursuit of ideals of personal independence. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.*)


This study presents as complete a picture as possible of social welfare and private charity in one French city, Poitiers, from 1820 to 1848, while integrating it into larger debates about politics and social policy. The local funding and administration of social welfare permitted poor relief to evolve according to local needs, but it also perpetuated vast differences in incomes and conditions within French charitable institutions. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


This book is part of a series specially selected and designed to keep in print the most treasured works in Renaissance Studies, modestly priced for student use. It discusses public welfare services for the poor in Bruges, Belgium, in the 16th century. (*University of Toronto Press.*)


This article looks at the “problem family” of the 1950s and uses evolving attitudes as a means of exploring the social history of social work in Britain between roughly 1940 and 1970. The article concludes that the issue of the “problem family” provides revealing insights into the ways in which the attitude of the emerging social work profession diverged from, but none the less had close links with, the approach of other professional interest groups. (*Current Contents abstract, edited.*)

In France, state regulation of the labour market emerged as the source of social protection and equity; in Britain, continuities rooted in a liberal political economy meant that industrial relations and social welfare remained separate spheres. Using legislative provision (such as social insurance) as a basis for comparative studies distorts academic analysis because the contextual significance of such provision varies - not only between countries, but also within different industrial and regional contexts as well as over time. *(Author abstract, edited.)*


A survey of the changing historiography of mental hospitals, showing how historians of medicine are increasingly looking to paradigms of familial strategies and household structure to understand why people were committed to asylums, is followed by an examination of admission records for 2000+ children admitted to the philanthropic Earlswood Asylum for Idiots, 1853-1886. *(SocioAbs abstract.)*
LATINOS, CHICANOS


Table of Contents: Chap. 1–The New Mexico Difference; Chap. 2-The Roots of Dependence; Chap. 3-The Mystique of the Village; Chap. 4-Assault on Arcadia; Chap. 5-The New Mexico- Mexico - New Deal Connection; Chap. 6-Federal Relief Comes to New Mexico; Chap. 7-Implementing the Cultural Agenda; Chap. 8-Restoring Village Lands; Chap. 9-The Final Years and Later; Chap. 10-Reprise.


Gutierrez’s autobiography is the first insider’s view of the important political and social events within the Mexican American communities in South Texas during the 1960s and 1970s. A controversial and dynamic political figure during the height of the Chicano movement, Gutierrez offers an absorbing personal account of his life at the forefront of the Mexican-American civil rights movements – first as a Chicano and then as a militant. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract.)


This study examines the historical significance of “Las Hermanas”, a twenty-six year old national religious-political organization of Chicana and Latina Roman Catholics. This organization bridged the religious and political realms through their feminist activism. They have participated in students protests, the farmworker struggle for labor rights, and widespread community organizing. Since 1980 the organization has focused specifically on issues affecting grassroot Latinas, including moral agency, sexuality, and domestic abuse. (Ruta J.Wilk, adapted from the dissertation abstract.)
MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL DISABILITY, PSYCHIATRY


What came to be known as psychotherapy emerged in the face of considerable opposition, much – indeed most – of which was generated by the medical profession itself. Caplan examines the contentious interplay within the American medical community, as well as between American physicians and their lay rivals…These early practitioners of alternative medicine ultimately laid the groundwork for a distinctive and much-heralded American type of psychotherapy. (Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)


This study analyzes several key questions related to why mental institutions were established and what factors accounted for their persistence. The study finds that the latent functions that the mental institution served for individuals, families, the community, and other social welfare institutions provide an explanation for their establishment and persistence. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


This dissertation traces the unwritten and unseen history of the psychiatry consumer/survivor movement. The movement began in 1970, and has used social activism to pursue three goals: (1) the securing and safeguarding of human and civil rights; (2) demedicalization of a social problem; and (3) the empowerment of everyone in American society who has been called crazy. (Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from dissertation abstract.)


This books is a history of “child guidance”, a specialized psychological service developed early in the twentieth century. Using the records of Boston’s Judge Baker Guidance Center from 1920 to 1945, the author looks at the relationships among the social activists, doctors, psychologists, social workers, parents, and young people who met in the child guidance clinic, then follows the clinicians as they adapt delinquency work to the problems of nondelinquent children – an adaptation that often entailed a harsh critique of American mothers. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


This study is a political institutional history of a single Illinois state mental hospital, Chicago-Read Mental Health Center, from 1960 to 1996…I analyze the impact of external groups’ demands on Chicago-Read and explore how they transformed the hospital…into a rationalized, centrally-controlled mental hospital whose daily activities are governed by externally-imposed standards. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


Twenty-four years ago a class action lawsuit was filed in a United States District Court in Texas aimed at improving the living conditions in the state’s eight psychiatric hospitals. This book explores the reasons why the lawsuit took so many years to be resolved successfully. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


The antipsychiatry movement of the 1960s, led in Great Britain by R.D. Laing, construed the bourgeois family as psychogenic and, in particular, blamed mothers for the double binds typical of schizophrenia.
Freudian roots of such beliefs are pointed out, but the primary aim is to show how psychiatric writing and practice had approached family dynamics from the time of Robert Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy (1621) to the close of the Victorian era. (SocioAbs citation.)


This article reviews the development of the historiography of Anglo-American psychiatry over the past quarter century…The relationship between earlier and later work is stressed, and recent trends in the field assessed. (Current Contents abstract, edited.)


This paper revisits a landmark study of the prevalence of mental illness in the state of Massachusetts conducted by Edward Jarvis in the 19th century. Jarvis drew an improper conclusion about the relationship between social class, ethnicity, and insanity…On the basis of his misperception, Jarvis constructed elaborate etiological theories…which made a strong impact on the mental health service policies of his day. (Journal abstract, edited.)


This article delineates the main psychological interventions used by American asylum superintendents practicing moral treatment between 1815 and 1875. Further, it explores the impact of Protestant religious ideas on specific aspects of moral treatment’s theory and practice. (Author abstract, edited.)


NATIVE AMERICANS


Part of a special issue on American Indians and the urban experience. The writer recounts the history of the activities that resulted in the opening of Chicago’s American Indian Center in 1953. He shows how in this case American Indian activists both instigated and sustained the struggle to create Native American organizations despite the resistance of such mainstream groups as Chicago’s Metropolitan Welfare Council, who believed that the American Indian Center would be “contrary to our way of thinking.” (Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)


This is a photograph and brief description of the Hiawatha Asylum for Insane Indians. The closing of the asylum in 1933 marked a turning point in the public and government perception of the mental health needs of the Native American population. (Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from Periodical Abstracts).


Britten discusses the extent to which President Herbert Hoover’s Indian policy drew on earlier precedents, especially those of Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis Ellington Leupp. By doing so, Britten calls into question Hoover’s role as a transitional figure and reveals more clearly the general continuity of federal Indian policy during the first decades of the 20th century. (Periodical Abstracts.)


In 1961 the administration of John F. Kennedy offered a new direction in Indian affairs, one which called for a greater commitment to education, economic development, and Native American participation in the policy process. Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty increased funding to Native American communities and allowed Indians to create and operate programs. Despite these positive developments, the programs of the era achieved only mixed success. (Dissertation abstract.)


The writer argues that to ignore the administration of Lyndon Johnson is to ignore a period of dynamic and controversial change both at the federal level and in Indian communities. He examines the Johnson administration’s most provocative and contested innovation, the Community Action Program, and how its philosophy of “maximum feasible participation” served as a precursor of tribal self-determination. (Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)

Founded in 1944, the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) is one of the most important intertribal political organizations of the twentieth century. This is the first full-length history of the NCAI. It presents the many accomplishments of and great challenges to the NCAI, examines its role in the development of Native political activism, and explores its relationships to contemporaneous events such as the Cold War, McCarthyism, and the civil rights movement. *(Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.)*


This history of Navajo health care in the twentieth century argues that Navajos have actively sought to draw upon the benefits of many forms of medical care. It explores the historical evolution of cross-cultural relations between Western medical providers, traditional healers, and patients on the Navajo Nation. Furthermore, the dissertation traces the institutional development of Western medical services on the Navajo Nation, involving missionary providers, traders, the Bureau of Indian Affairs Medical Division, and the Indian Health Service. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


By 1980, the American Indian community in Phoenix had built a structure of services and organizations that warranted an unprecedented role for American Indians as an interest group. Interviews with activists in the community disclose women’s important contributions to this process. They were volunteers in church organizations, worked as professionals in the Phoenix Indian Center, and tried to organize the community as a political force in the city. *(Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)*


The role of the Public Health Services (PHS) in improving the health of American Indians and Alaska Natives is discussed. (In 1954) the PHS began a crash program to improve the health status of the 315,000 American Indians and 35,000 Alaska natives that had been under the care of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. *(Social Sciences Abstracts, edited.)*
PHILOSOPHY, THEORY, AND METHOD


This study examines images of poor persons that circulated in public policy debates during the retrenchment era of American social welfare policy. It focuses on three significant policy episodes: the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, the 1988 Family Support Act, and the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act. Images of poor persons varied in each episode, in order to bolster significant policy initiatives. (*Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from dissertation abstract.*)


When Charles Booth first published his research on poverty in London in 1886 he became what might have been the first sociological “household name”. His findings were widely reported around the world and across newspapers of very different political orientation. As social scientists continue to grapple with the difficulties and rewards of publicity it is worth looking back to this first instance of the political and media uses of social research. (*Author abstract, edited.*)


This text traces the historical origins of welfare to 18th century sources in moral and social philosophy and shows how, in the evolution of the concept, doctrines of welfare have been associated with a variety of social philosophies, including utilitarianism, rights, individualism, and collectivism. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract.*)


The existence of a federal welfare system in the United States can be attributed to the enduring presence among the late 19th century Anglo-American middle class of a very 18th century republican suspicion of the corrupting powers of capitalism. The dissertation examines the question first raised in the 1890s: how could a virtuous citizenry be sustained by a capitalist economy? (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)


The home visit has been a vital tool in the articulation of social work services throughout the history of the profession. This article will briefly trace the history of the beginning of home visitation and will discuss some of the techniques, difficulties, and benefits of this time-honored professional task. (*Author abstract, edited.*)


In this dissertation I trace the concept of Poverty, and the presumed obligations it engenders to protect those who are in dire economic need. I show how the concept gets recast over time from an essentially benefits based doctrine, to one of a rights based government sponsored program which imposes obligations on the society as a whole. (*Dissertation abstract.*)


What has brought about the widespread public provision of welfare and income security within free-market liberalism? This book describes and explains income security programs in affluent and democratic capitalist nations, from the proto-democratic innovators of the 1880s to the globally buffeted democracies of the 1990s. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract.*)


This introductory text sets out seven important theoretical perspectives through which to make sense of historical and contemporary changes in, and struggles around, social welfare systems and provisions. Through examination of liberalism, Marxism, neo-liberalism, for example, the book discusses the history and philosophy of public welfare and the welfare state. (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract, edited.*)


Spencer’s sustained opposition to statutory welfare provisions, based on his theory of social and general evolution, is generally familiar. This article explores his less known arguments, for example the argument in favor of what he calls “positive private beneficence” or informal care, and his support for an expansion of the administration of civil justice to enhance welfare. (*Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from Current Contents abstract.*)


POVERTY


The negotiations between poor women and charity providers in Brattleboro, Vermont, highlight the medicalization of female poverty at the turn of the 19th century. Medical diagnoses that legitimated female weakness thus appeared to diminish their personal responsibility for their problems. By reducing the stigma of relief, this interpretation enhanced clients’ ability to make public claims for assistance and deepened their sense of dependence on nonfamilial support. (*Humanities Abstracts.*)


“In 1671 the Maryland legislature empowered justices of the county courts to levy a tax to provide relief to poor residents.” (p. 393). For over a century this was the system used by the colony of Maryland to care for its poor. This article discusses both this traditional system and the transition from this scheme of poor relief to the widespread use of poorhouses instead. It describes the social changes and transformations beginning in the 1760s that led to this change, namely, the gradual increase in population, the emergence of able-bodied beggars, and the accompanying change in public attitudes toward poverty, and analyzes the ramifications of these transformations. (*Ruta J. Wilk.*)


The writers discuss the relationship between Smithfield, Rhode Island Town Farm and Asylum and both the inhabitants of the institution and the wealthier citizens of Smithfield. They observe that the development of town farms was an important landmark in the reshaping of rural classes in 19th century New England, being used by town authorities as a means of distinguishing “worthy poor” members of the working class from those considered merely lazy and idle. They employ documents from an inquiry into allegations of abuse and mistreatment of inmates as a lens through which they examine larger issues surrounding social reform. (*Humanities Abstracts, edited.*)


There is a general agreement among historians that poorhouses were largely unsuccessful in abolishing poverty. However, few have addressed whether or not these institutions were at all successful in buffering
the more severe consequences of poverty – disease and death. This dissertation uses data collected from both the Erie and Niagara County Poorhouses to compare patterns of mortality with those of the general populations from each respective county. *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*


Discusses the history of poverty and of public welfare in twentieth-century America.

RACE


Carol Faulkner, *The Hard Heart of the Nation: Gender, Race, and Dependency in the Freedmen’s Aid Movement.* (Dissertation, State University of New York at Binghamton, 1998).


This dissertation examines how and why white reformers created, developed, and promoted a racial meaning for child labor reform. The southern textile workforce was predominantly composed of native born whites. But to borrow a phrase from C. Vann Woodward and reinterpret it, “Progressivism for whites only” was not simply the exclusion of African American children from white-sponsored reform, it was the insistence by reformers of race as the essential identity of a group of children marginalized from dominant white society. *Dissertation abstract.*)
SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION/PROFESSION


In honor of social work’s centennial, this article examines the sources of the profession’s prochange mandate and the structural factors that limit social work’s ability to pledge itself to this stance permanently and recommends some steps social workers can take to recommit the profession to greater activism. Special attention is given to documenting the long but largely ignored history of social work activism. (Journal abstract.)


Argues that anticommunism and McCarthyism in the US during the 1950s impacted the social work profession by (1) suppressing dissent in the field by increasing fear and political persecution; (2) transforming social work education by harassing faculty; (3) professionalizing social work at the expense of social justice commitments; (4) motivating radical and progressive social workers to resist McCarthyism’s political repression. (Sociological Abstracts.)


Explores the impact of McCarthyism on the ideology, education, practice, and public image of social group work. It is argued that witch-hunts and the periods’ climate of widespread fear, purges, and political conservatism diminished the gains the social work profession had made in the 1930s and 1940s via progressive activities, and left the profession, particularly social group work, ill-prepared for the issues and activism of the 1960s and 1970s. (Sociological Abstracts.)


This article discusses the fundamental values and principles that guided African American social work practice at the beginning of the century. For these pioneers, social work was both “cause and function.” Their legacy is a strength-based practice model on which contemporary scholars and practitioners can build. (Journal abstract.)


Examines the contributions of faculty and students of the New York School of Philanthropy to the development of a philosophy and method of practice in social work that sets it apart from other forms of
professional helping. Early years of the school; Social casework at the school from the post-World War II years to the mid-1960s; challenges to the casework paradigm. (Academic Search Elite database).


Examines the circumstances that gave rise to and limited the relationship between the historical discipline and social work education. Development of the Social Welfare History Group: Emergence of the intellectual field of social welfare history in the 1950s; re-examination of social work education at the time; conservative political economy of the era. (Academic Search Elite database).


This article discusses the 100-year-old debate about the primary or sole function of the social work profession: to seek social reform or to provide individual treatment. The basic premise of the article is that these need not be mutually exclusive and divisive, but rather that the two should frame and highlight the unique strength of the social work profession. (Author abstract.)

**Catherine Hiersteiner**, “Saints or Sinners? The Image of Social Workers from American Stage and Cinema Before World War II”, *Affilia* 13:3 (Fall 1998) 312-325.

Films and plays produced before World War II portrayed young social workers as fallen angels and older social workers as spinsters or misguided-mother types – images influenced more by political ideology, the audience factor, and attitudes toward women than by any actual knowledge of the profession. This article examines how social workers are portrayed in films and plays in the US prior to World War II, and explores these images and themes in four films and one play. (Ruta J. Wilk, adapted from Academic Search Elite database and from source document.)


In the first few decades of the 20th century, the social work pioneers leaned heavily on the then new technology of the camera. Ironically, the names of even the leading social photographers are far better known among photographers than among social workers. This article (illustrated with photographs) examines the contributions of a few avatars of social photography that were closely connected to the social work pioneers. (Author abstract.)


Reviews the inclusion of the history of school social work and biographical sketches of school social workers in the Social Work Yearbooks and the Encyclopedia of Social Work, noting the absence of important early leaders from these publications. The article contains a partial list of early visiting teachers and school social work leaders, and argues for their inclusion in future editions of the Encyclopedia. (Ruta J. Wilk).


This dissertation examines the rise of social service work among college students between 1889 and 1914, arguing that such service was a new phenomenon that both defined a distinct youth culture based on social responsibility and redefined the American middle class. *(Dissertation abstract.)*


This article traces the evolution of ethical norms, principles, and standards in social work during four stages in the profession’s history: (1) the morality period, (2) the values period, (3) the ethical theory and decision-making period, and (4) the ethical standards and risk management period. Implications of these developments for the profession are explored, particularly in light of social work’s commemoration of its 100th anniversary. *(Author abstract, edited.)*


This article traces the emergence of forensic social work from the Progressive Era and the founding of the first juvenile court in 1899 to present day policies and practices with victims of violent crimes and with juvenile and adult offenders. Although social workers have been providing outreach to at-risk youths, gang members, offenders, and crime victims for a century, the term “forensic social work” has not previously been widely used. *(Author abstract.)*


This dissertation is a descriptive and analytical history of radicalism in social work. The periods of World War I and post-war Red Scare, 1914-1927; The Great Depression of the 1930s; and the Great Society Era of the 1960s are examined as a means to analyze the experience of radicalism in social work. *(Dissertation abstract.)*


Social Work’s distinctive contribution to American life has been its ability to link client systems…and social welfare policy. This article discusses examples of this orientation, such as settlement houses and charity organization societies emphasizing the relations of clients with larger systems in their social environments, and social workers developing social survey methods as a way of understanding their clients’ environments during the Progressive Era. *(Author abstract, edited.)*

This article asserts that there were both sociological and psychological discourses in social casework during the 1920s. Uses the social casework theory of Mary Richmond and Virginia Robinson as an illustration; compares and contrasts the theories of Richmond and Robinson; discusses the generalist-specialist discourse in social work. (*Academic Search Elite Database, edited.*)


This article presents a historical case analysis of the early events contributing to the identification of social work with aftercare and illustrates processes of creating professional “place” while influencing public perception of social needs relevant for the profession’s continued growth and influence in the current reconfiguration of human services systems. (*Author abstract.*)


Social work education programs are currently accessing Title IV-E training funds to prepare social workers for child welfare, but this funding source existed for almost ten years before it was broadly used. Using a retrospective, longitudinal case study methodology, this dissertation analyzes and factors which affected the implementation of this federal policy. (*Dissertation abstract, edited.*)
UNITED STATES – PUBLIC POLICY


This study concerns the war on poverty – why it broke out in 1964 and why, just three years later, it effectively ended with such a dispiriting fizzle. In considering these two questions, the study highlights the role that political considerations played. For the poverty program, the attempt to achieve conflicting aims resulted in a series of oftentimes squalid bargains that all but ensured that the poverty program would face enormous difficulties after it became law. (Dissertation abstract, edited.)


This dissertation brings together empirical analyses of the impact of social insurance programs on compensating wage differentials under different institutional frameworks. I study three periods: the late nineteenth century prior to the introduction of Unemployment Insurance (UI), the Great Depression when Unemployment Insurance is introduced, and then the recent period, in which UI has been long established. (Dissertation abstract.)


Historians and social scientists who have written about the War on Poverty have tended to focus on its origins and have blamed social scientists for the “failure” of the War on Poverty. Those historians and social scientists who have concentrated on the implementation of the War on Poverty have ignored the city of Los Angeles. This dissertation, then, examines the implementation of the War on Poverty in Los Angeles. It does so by studying two Community Action Agencies (CAAs) created by the War on Poverty in Los Angeles. (Dissertation abstract.)


This historical study examines how a catastrophic illness, end-stage renal disease (ESRD), was selected for inclusion under the Medicare program. End-stage renal disease is the only example of a disease-specific catastrophic illness in which the government assumes nearly all patient costs, subject to restrictions. Today, over ninety percent of people with chronic, irreversible renal failure participate in the Medicare ESRD program. (Dissertation abstract.)


When Aid to Dependent Children, commonly known as “welfare” was created as part of the 1935 Social Security Act, the program was politically uncontroversial and attracted little attention from Congress, the president, or the public. Thirty years later, ADC had become the nation’s most maligned and most frequently attacked social welfare program. This dissertation explains the program’s transformation. (Dissertation abstract.)


This article discusses the Kerr-Mills Act, the federal program enacted in 1960 to provide assistance for the medically indigent and to increase the federal funds available for the medical care of those receiving Old Age Assistance (OAA). It was the precursor to Medicaid. The article describes the situation prior to the enactment of Kerr-Mills, using the state of Michigan as an example, and then explains the provisions of the act. The author argues that while this program has received little attention in the literature, and has been generally viewed as a failure, it did enjoy a degree of success in Michigan and in some other states. *(Ruta J. Wilk).*


The writers examine both the economic and political factors that affected how workers’ compensation benefit levels were decided upon in the political process whereby state legislators enacted the workers’ compensation law in the 1920s. *(Social Sciences Abstracts).*


Workers compensation was established by a coalition of workers, employers, and insurers who anticipated gains from replacing negligence liability. Legislative action was required because the courts did not recognize private contracts in which workers waived their rights to negligence suits prior to an accident. Changes in employers’ liability served as the catalyst uniting the groups in support of the legislation. *(Journal abstract, edited.)*


This dissertation examines the background of lower-middle income farm families, whom I call borderline farm families, of the Great Plains. I study efforts by the federal government to sustain and reform their farming practices during the Great Depression through the rural rehabilitation program of the Resettlement Administration (RA) and the Farm Security Administration (FSA). *(Dissertation abstract, edited.)*

In *New Deal Medicine*, physician and historian Michael Grey uses oral histories, archival records, and medical journals to bring to light the diversity, reach, and complexity of the medical care programs of the Farm Security Administration. Grey’s history examines the programs from start to finish and finds that they were both a rehearsal for more modern forms of medical organization and a lightning rod for contemporary critics of “socialized medicine.” (*Publisher’s Webpage abstract.*)


This article focuses on federal housing policies and programs as important factors shaping racial patterns of poverty and residential segregation in U.S. metropolitan areas. (*Journal abstract, edited.*)


This article describes the movement to establish an old age pension through direct democracy (the ballot initiative) in California in both 1938 and 1939. The plan, known as the Retirement Life Payments Act (RLPA), would require the State of California to pay benefits to unemployed persons fifty years of age or older in stamp scrip to be spent as legal currency. The author describes the campaigns to enact this legislation, the ultimate failure of the campaigns, and the social and political ramifications of this elaborate, almost incredible, scheme. (*Ruta J. Wilk.*)


Existing studies of public housing have typically focused on descriptive accounts of the failures of public housing or on economic assessments of dollars spent, units constructed, and construction wages generated. The purpose of this study, however, is to situate public housing policy in existing debates and practice of American political process and social welfare policy. (*Dissertation abstract.*)


At the beginning of this century, a broad understanding of motherhood based on socially defined characteristics provided the rationale for legislation limiting the hours of working women. Modern medicine had a role in transforming the industrial workplace by emphasizing individual characteristics over group ones and by establishing policies that kept women from working with reproductive hazards like lead. (*Periodical Abstracts.*)


This article analyzes the changes in connotation of the word “welfare” over the course of the twentieth century. “In the early twentieth century, ‘welfare’ signified the best in modern social policy; by the 1960s, it connoted the worst.” (p. 399). The scope of the term has shifted from broad--including education,
health, employment and relief, and social security—down to so narrow as to refer to one single program: Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Excellent overview article for students. (Ruta J. Wilk).


This book is well-researched and written and is a good overview of the development of public health insurance from the turn of the century through the Clinton administration’s health care proposals. It is especially noteworthy for its history of the health insurance issue during the work of the 1934-35 Committee on Economic Security. (Social Security Administration History Webpage abstract.)


A study was conducted to provide an insight into how the development of public welfare programs contributed to the decrease in the labor-force participation rate (LFPR) of the aged. Findings indicate that the LFPR of older men fell significantly between 1880 and 1940, before the introduction of major public insurance programs. This suggests that the rise of the welfare state may not be the principal cause of the secular decline in labor-force participation of older men. (Social Sciences abstracts.)


This article analyzes the U.S. Children’s Bureau’s vision for supporting mothers’ pensions, its practice as the sole federal advocate for this new social policy, and its influence in reforming local administration. The bureau investigated local administration, worked with a network of female reformers, and developed a reform agenda to improve the policy and practice of this early form of welfare. (Journal abstract.)


This article investigates how men and women have been treated differently in the policymaking process. It focuses on the politics involved in the creation of the two programs now known as Social Security and Aid to Dependent Children. Proponents of the former insisted on “a national administrative plan”, while proponents of the latter “planned highly decentralized arrangements for ADC”. In effect, men and women were divided between the nation and the states, and eventually women became “subject to an inferior form of social citizenship.” (p. 32). (Ruta J. Wilk).
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